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Yagyadbhawati parjanya parjanyadannasabhawa . Annadwanti Vutani yagya

Karmdvawa
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Getopanishad, Chapter 3 Para 14

It rains due to Yagya, which helps in the agriculture

production and finally grains produced saves live, hence

Yagya is so important.
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Effect of climate change on: Kailash Sacred Landscape 

(KSL)

KSL, a transboundary conservation landscape comprising

remote portions of the southwestern part of the Tibet

Autonomous Region of China and adjacent portions of

northern India and northwestern Nepal, covers an area of

approximately 31,000 km2 and contains highly diverse

terrain including some of the highest and most remoteterrain including some of the highest and most remote

mountains in the world, most notably the sacred Mount

Kailash. It is endowed with a rich array of natural resources

and high levels of natural and agricultural biodiversity. Its

ecosystems provide important services to the more than

one million people living within the KSL and indirectly to

the millions more living downstream (ICIMOD, 2013).
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contd…

KSL shows a significant and substantial change in the

distribution, extent, and productivity of ecosystems in the

area by the year 2050. Mean annual temperature and

mean annual precipitation are expected to increase and

the distribution and extent of the KSL zones are expected

to shift substantially by the year 2050. It shows an upward

shift of from 285 to over 600 m, except for the highestshift of from 285 to over 600 m, except for the highest

elevation zone ‘extremely cold and moist’, which remains

relatively the same, but shows a decrease in areal extent

of nearly two-thirds. In the perspective of ecosystems, and

used as a surrogate for habitat or biodiversity in general,

substantial impacts are likely on endemic flora and fauna,

particularly species adapted to very specific conditions or

small isolated areas. ICIMOD, 20133/28/2016 5



Tiger is spoted in Himalayas
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In June 1988, James E.

Hansen pointed out the effect of

climate change in Toronto during

"World Conference on the

Changing Atmosphere:

Implications for Global Security".
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For over 100 years, scientists have regarded humans as the prime suspect in current climate

changes. Around the turn of the 20th century, Svante Arrhenius was the first to suggest that

people could, through the burning of coal, increase the amount of greenhouse gases in the

atmosphere and amplify the natural warming effect, thereby causing the atmosphere to warm

more than it would through strictly natural processes.

Source: Wikipedia
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?
What does Ved and Bhagwat Geeta tells us about

role of human being on Climate Change ?
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Our ancestors talking about climate 

change their way:

• In Vedic Period too, there were proof of human
activities causes effect to climate change and
even effect the existence of life.

• Mythological King Ben once declared to stop all
Vedic rituals around the globeVedic rituals around the globe

• All the Hawana and other Yagya were forced to
stop which cause global increment in temp. so
that all the medicinal plant and agriculture
production were seriously hampered.

Source: Srimad Bhagawat Geeta
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contd…

• Son of King Uttanapad, Prince Dhruba once

siezed the Prad-bawu through meditation.

• It causes serious harm and about to damage

the whole creation and ends the life on Earth.the whole creation and ends the life on Earth.

• Later it was taken control by Bhagawan Bishnu

himself.

SrimadBhagawat 4 Skanda 8/9 Chapter
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Mitigation and Adaptation approachesMitigation and Adaptation approaches
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Yagya could help producing cereals, medicinal herbs and

even anti nuclear weapons as stated in Ramayan (and also

in Mahabharat).
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Vedas: To maintain the perfect condition in 

Atmosphere

• Vedas got collection of one lakhs Mantras. 80,000 for

KarmaKanda, 16,000 for Upasana and 4,000 for

Gyankanda.

• 80,000 mantras for Karma Kandas, if chanted properly

will help to purify the environment.

• And hence ecosystem could continues as stated by

Righveda.
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Following the rituals, if Yagya and Hawanas are done

properly, sound pollution, climate change, heavy rainfall,

no rainfall, droughts and epidemic like Plague could be

controlled.
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• As stated in Vedas, Devatas prime objective of doing

Yagya is to purify the environment.

• Pure medicinal herbs and other materials used in hawans

when pour in fire produces good smells and gases which

even control greenhouse gases hence climate change.
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Control of sound pollution with Ohm:

• There are three types of sound, Photonic sound,

Electronic sound and neutronic sound.

• Vedas produces photonic sound which produces waves .

Conclusion

• Vedas produces photonic sound which produces waves .

• Ohm, when spoken properly produce 1,72,000 waves

and produce 7.12 * 10 (-10) Protonic Volt (Pv) energy.

• Hence produced sound wave and energy purify the

environment.
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contd…

• Although we need to do research on scientific evidences

and follow the modern sciences, we could not completely

reject our faith on Ved and Upanisads.

• All Sloks and Mantra of Ved, Bhagwat Getas were written

with enough research and meditation which have their

own practical importance in daily lives of human beings.

•We need to do enough research on the subject matter

which we are avoiding until now.
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Believing on every creatures, taking abstract from science and knowledge we have

I get insight of life, and start living in the Vedic way

wGojfb
Thank You

I get insight of life, and start living in the Vedic way

All the moving creatures in the universe, lets believe they all are equal to god

Showing respect to all the creatures, doing true 'Yagya' and we get the solution
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